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Path-integral tahniqucs arc used to study the quanuun efkc~~ on IIIC lranrlaGonal degrees of freedom of both liquid waler 
a~ 300 K and small clusters (n = 1.23) a~ 100 K Quantum srrucmral effec= are small bur consisrcnl for liquid waler. whc- 

1 Introduction 

Classical molecular dynamics (MD) and Monte Carlo 
(MC) simulations have contributedmuch to the present 
understanding of water; nevertheless these classical 
model systems tend to overestimate the tetrahedral 

structure of liquid water. Because the Hz0 molecule 
has a low moment of inertia it is expected that in lcw- 
temperature clusters, as well as in room-temperature 
liquid, quantum effects will allow the molecules to 
librate into classically forbidden regions, thusreducing 
the strong directionality of the hydrogen bonding. In 
this Letter we present the results ofa quantum-mechan- 
ical computer sunulation of the moieties (HzO)l, 
(HzO)~ and (H20)g at 100 K, and of liquid water at 
300 K. A modified central-force potential model is 
used with the property that the water molecules are 

flexible and can vibrate. 
The simulations are based on the path-integral for- 

mulatlon of quantum statistical mechanics [ 141. In 
this formulation a quantum particle (the H and 0 at- 

oms) is represented by a cyclic chain polymer con- 

taini.ngPclassical pseudoparticles connected by nearest 
neighbor harmonic potentials. The chains representing 
two different quantum particles interact such that 
bead j on chain a Interacts with bead j on chain b 
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through iqr, -r&/P where V(lr I) is the interaction 
potential of the two quantum particles. Ignoring ex- 

change, the total potential is then given by 
Zf= 1 V(IRaj - $I)/ P, and the inter-particle potential 
energy of the many-body system is represented by a 
sum over all pairs of chains. In the limit P 4 0~ one 
recovers the exact results; however in a simulation one 
has to choose a finite 2’. The lower the temperature, 
the higherP must be to give accurate results. For intra- 
molecular vibrations of Hz0 at room temperature, 
/ViwS 1 (where o represents any of the vibrations of 
the Hz0 molecule), andP must be large to accurately 
simulate quantum H20. 

Path-integral methods have been used recently to 
explore many problems of interest to chemists_ In par- 
ticular the salvation of electrons in fused salts [5], the 
quantum effects on the structure of liquid neon [6] 
and argon clusters [7], solvation of H atoms and 
muonium in classical water [g], solvent effects on 
tunneling [9], and electronic and vibrational spectra 
of molecules [lo-l 21 have been addressed by various 
methods based on path integrals. Recently, Kuharski 
and Rossky have simulated rigid quantum ST2 liquid 
waler at room temperature [13]. 

Ir_ this paper we employ both path-integral molecular 
dynamics (PIMD) and Monte Carlo (PlMC) methods 
to simulate quantum water. We find that the structures 
of liquid water and water oligomers are changed by 
quantum dispersion. The computational procedure is 
firs? described and followed by a discussion of the re- 
sults. 
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2. Methods 3. Results and discussion 

The model used for flexible water is a central force 
[I 4] potential with the internal vibrations modeled 
by a set of Morse potentials [15,16] *_ The discretized 
path-mtegral method was used in the primrtive algorithm 
[6]. By using a non-n&d water model, the formal ex- 
tension from a single quantum particle to a water triad 
is simple. Cluster calculations at 1OOK were made using 
Monte Carlo wrth 40 pseudoparticles. Trial simulations 
with 80 pseudoparticles gave negligible differences in 
structural properties. A Monte Carlo pass consisted of 
trial moves of the whole molecufe, each center of mass 
of the atom chain, as well as each pseudoparticle indi- 
vidually. Acceptance ratios for all types ofmoves varied 
between 0 3 and 0.7. AU cluster simulations were per- 
formed on a FPS164 attached processor and each sim- 
ulation took approximately 2 CPU h. 

Mc!etuIar dynamics path-integral techniques were 
used for the liquid. The liquid simulation was carried 
out with 216 water molecules and 3 pseudop~ic~es 
for each atom. Periodic boundary conditions were used 
wrth a smooth cutoff [17] for all interactions between 

5.5 and 6.0 IL As pointed out earlier [18]there is an 
inherent ergodicity problem in the path-integral mo- 
lecular dynamics method. To overcome the ergodicity 
Problem the velocities were periodicalIy resampled ac- 
cording to a Mewed-Bol~a~ distribution. Even 
so the molecular dynanucs results were slow to 
converge. These liquid simulations were carried out 
on a CRAY-IS with a vectorized MD code. The vec- 
torized code ran at 38 kstepslh classicaUy and at 11 
Icstepsjh for 3 pseud~p~cles; a total of 12 CPU h 
were used. Both the classical and the path-integral 
runs used approximately 30 ksteps at 0.25 fs for equi- 
libration, then two runs each of 30 ksteps were done 
which gave similar results to ensure convergence. 

Heat capacities were evaluated for the quantum 
case. Note that in the evaluation of heat capacities 
for the quantum case C, is not ghn sde!y by the 
fluctuations in the energy estimator [4]. 

The structure of the water monomer (HzO)I can 
be inferred from the pair correlation functions (PCFs) 
go&-) and&B(r) given in fig. l. The peak positions 
of the quantum system (dashed line) are not shifted 
from those of the classical system (solid Lure), but the 
quantum widths are much larger than the classical 
widths. This quantum dispersion comes largely from 
the zero-point motion of the bending mode (H-H) 
and the bond stretching modes (O-H) Thus quantum 
(F&O)1 has the same structure, i.e. the same bond 
lengths and angles as the cIassicaI system, but its vi- 
brational amplitudes are much larger. The kinetic en- 
ergy as calculated from the primitive estimator [4] 
(6.11 kcallmole) was similar to the potential energy 
(5.69 kcsl/mole) in the monomer as predicted by the 
vi&d theorem for harmonic forces. The vibrational 
energy at thelowest energy level, E=+Zi(2woB + *B), 
is 13.23 kcal/mole compared to the total simulated 
energy of 11.80 kcal/mole. Properly including rota- 
iional contributions makes the comparison worse, im- 
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Table 1 
C~EJEX energies a) at 100 K 

Configumtion IJltelmlol~ lnterm01- Kinetic 
interaction intelactlon -=8YT 
enR8Y yHz O-Hz 0 en_ yH,O 

monomer 
ClBssid 
q=m 

dimR 
ClamCal 
q-- 

emR 
SDL 

ClaMcal 
cl=- 

SDC 
classica.l 
quantllm 

0.298 i 0-003 b) 
5.69 f 0.02 6.11 3 0.14 

-2.64 i 0.01 0.352 f 0.02 
-2.38 * 0.05 5.80 f 0.06 6.1 f 0.2 

-3 79 f 0.05 0.395 f 0 009 
-3 493 * 0 005 5 815 f 0.005 6.47 f 0.01 

483iOOl 0.407 i 0 003 
-3.77 f 0.08 5.80 f 0.01 6.69 f. 0.03 

a) An energies reported in ktal/mole. 
b) Enors are reported as a 95% mntidence interval where the standard deviation wlap calculated assuming a fmst-order auto- 

regresdon proass w the methods explained by Smith and We& [19]. 

plying that either the estimator is poor or the quantum 
corrections to the internal motion based on P = 40 
are not sufficient. A feel for the error can be gained 
by comparing the energy for a barrnonic approxi- 
mation of the oscillation as a function of the number 
of pseudoparticles with the exact value. For the highest- 
frequency mode, Pfiw = 52 5, calculations similar to 
those presented in ref [4] give EP=40/Em= 0.83 

In the dirner simulations we see from table 1 a ng- 
nificant increase of the intermolecular potential energy 
In the claMcal water dimer we infer that two structur- 

ally different conformations give rise to the triply split 

first peak irigHt.&) indicated by the three arrows in 
fG_ 2. Closer examination of some sample confiira- 
tions reveals that the middle peak corresponds to the 
energy muGmum of the classical dirner [ 161, end the 
two adjacent peaks correspond to a slightly tilted dimer 
where the hydrogen in the hydrogen bond is displaced 
from the oxygendxygen axis. 

Structurally we see that the quantum PCFs in fig.2 
for the dimer become more diffuse and shift tightly 
outward. In contrast to the clessical system the quantum 

A+&) for (w,C), d oes not show any non-equivalent 
configurations The H in the hydrogen bondhas become 
fully symmetric around the oxygen-oxygen axis. In 
the quantum &,H(r) we see that the first maxima cor- 
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responding to the OH bond has been reduced and 
broadened. The hydrogen bond has become more dif- 
fuse. 

For the trimer there are a number of different con- 
figurations that can be classified according to how 
many of the central molecule’s hydrogens are engaged 
in hydrogen bonding. In real life, one is bound to have 
a mixture of these configurations with lifetimes de- 
pendent on the energy barrier separating one conformer 
from another. 

For the systems studied here our terminology fol- 
lows that of Reimers and Watts [ 161. In the single do- 
nor hnear (SDL) conformer the central molecule has 
one of its hydrogens engaged in hydrogen bonding, 
and the two terminal molecules are not hydrogen 
bonded to each other. This results in a linear configu= 
ration. The single donor cyclic @DC) conformer con- 
tains three equivalent water molecules where each 
molecuie has one of its hydrogens engaged III a hydrogen 
bond. In table 1 it can be seen that the binding energy 
of the classical SDC trimer is higher than the classical 
SDL trimer because it has three relatively undisturbed 
hydrogen bonds. It can also be seen from table 1 that 
the binding energy for the quantum SDL and SDC 
trimers is higher than for the corresponding classical 
trimers. The potential energy of the SDC trimer e&rib- 
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Fig. 2. The pair ~~nelation functions for atoms on Merent cluster molecules at 100 K. Arbitrary units. From left to right: oxygen- 
oxygen, oxygen-hydrogen, hydrogen-hydrogen. From top to bottom: dimer. timer single donor linear (SDL), trimer single _ 
donor cyclic (SDC). Classed: solid line; quantum: broken line. 

its a larger quantum effect. Quantum mechanics seems similar - as one would expect because the SDL linear 
to delocalize both arrangements, but the more riBd arrangement can be viewed as two freely connected 
cyclic arrangement suffers most energetically. dirners. 

The structure of the SDC ttier is shown in the 
third row of fig. 2. Here we see that the peak of the 
go0 IS slightly broadened and shifted to larger dis- 
tances by quantum dispersion. The classicaIly very or- 
dered structure of the HH peaks has been dramatically 
smoothed out by quantum effects; the hydrogens are 
allowed to roam larger distances from their equilibrium 
positions and tunnel into classically forbidden regions 
of configuration space. In the OH structure we again see 
many more tunneling configurations though the general 
structure of the quantum case seems to envelop the 
classical ones. 

3.2. Liquid water 

For the linear SDL trkner arrangement we observe 
two maxima ing&r), where agam the first maximum 
is slightly broadend and shifted to larger &~tances. 
The second maximum is shghtly shifted to the left of 
that for the classical SDL trimer. We believe that this 
results from quantum tunneling into the repulsive en- 
ergy barrier separating the linear and cyclic trhners. 
Comparison of the goH and gEnr corresponding to the 
dimer and the SDL trimer shows that they are quite. 

It is of interest to compare our classical and quantum 
simulations of liquid water at 300 K and a density of 
1.0 g/cm 3. In the quantum system each H and 0 atom 
IS represented by a three-particle cyclic chain polymer. 
For the highest frequency mode, fifiw = 17.5, calcu- 
lations as above give EpE3/E-= 0.32 for a har- 
monic system. Even though we underestimate the 
quantum dispersion on the bond lengths and bond 
angles we believe these effects to be mink& for inter- 
molecular properties. 

We first conslderhow the interaction energy between 
nearest neighbor water molecules is distributed. The 
distribution function of these energies is presented in 
fg. 3a where it can be seen that quantum effects 
broaden and shift the distribution finction toward 
more repulsive energies. In quantum water many more 
nearest neighbor pairs interact repulsively than in clas- 
sicalwater. In a typical definition of the hydrogen bond 
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Fg_ 3.(a) The nearest neighbor energy distribution for liquid water at 300 K. ClaMal- solid hne; quantum- broken line. @) The 
oxygen-ozrygen pair correlation function for liquid water at 300 K. Units of g/an3_ Wcalr ~4Edl.i~~; quantum. broken line. (c) 
The oxygen-hydrogen parr correlation funchon for liquid water at 300 K. Uruts of g/cm’. Classical: solid he; quantum. broken 
line (d) The hydrogen-hydrogen pair correlationfunclionforhquid water at 300 K. Units of g/cm3. ClaGal: sohd line; quantum: 
broken line. 

two water molecules are sard to be hydrogen bonded 
if their interaction energy is lower than a specified en- 
ergy Vo, where V. is often in the neighborhood of 
-4 kcal/mole. Fig. 3a shows that for a given choice of 
V. the integrated area of the distribution up to V. 
gives the probability of finding a nearest neighbor pair 
hydrogen bonded. Fig. 3a shows that this number de- 
creases due to quantum effects, thus the quantum 
water is less hydrogen bonded than classical water. The 
quantum distribution extends to lower and higher en- 
ergies than the classical distribution. The lower energy 
pairs arise from the ground state vibratronal amplitude 
of the O-H stretch whereas the higher energy pair arise 
from vibrational tunneling into classically forbidden re- 
gions. Ironically, quantum effects can sometimes lead 
to more structure in the hydrogen bonding. 

Table 2 shows that quantum effects shift the po- 
tential energies for both the inter- and intra-molecular 
interactions up from the classical energy minima, with 
a concomitant decrease in structure. As expected, 
quantum effects decrease the heat capacity (see table 

2) since quantization makes it more dlffrcult to excite 
the various degrees of freedom. Kuharski and Rossky 
[ 13 ] report a slightly larger decrease in heat capacities. 
This is probably due to the stated lack of convergence in 

cv- 
From our pomt of ylew, the most important prop- 

erties of water are the structural properties as seen in 
the pair correlation functions These PCFs, goo. &?OH 
and&H, are also accessible experimentally [20]. Figs. 

Table 2 
Uquidenergiiesaa) at300K 

intermolecular 
interetion Vm -10-37 f o-(12 -9.75*004 

intramolecular 

CVh' iutaactlonv~ 
1.282 0.01 2.81~ 0.02 
18.6 17.9 

a) Energies reported in kcal/mole. 
b) Heat opadties reported in kd/mole K. 
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3b--3d give comparison between the classical and 
quantum pair correlation functions Small changes in 
the PCFs of water are observed. The general trend 
agrees with that of Kuharski and Rossky [ 131 who 
studied quantum effects on liquid water containing 
rigid ST2 molecules_ There is a similar softening of 
the structure with diminished peaks and raised valleys 
(tunneling) slightly shifted outward. In the 00 case 
(fig 3b) the first peak is rlightly lowered and shifted 
outwards and a&x~o.st no effect is seen in the second 

solvation shell. In contrast, in the ST2 simulation of 
Kuhzuski and Rosslcy [ 131 quantum effects markedly 
move the second salvation shell out further and broaden 
it more. This difference seems to be due to the differ- 
ent models of water being studied. Quantum effects 
shift and broaden the OH and HH peaks (figs. 3c and 
3d). The largest effects occur in the first HH peak (fig 
3d) which has been severely reduced. There is little or 
no effect on the second peak. This effect would appear 
to be fairly model dependent as hardly any other 
water model gives such a sharp first classical Hi-l peak. 
In addition, quantum corrections should be largest for 
the most sharply peaked quantities. 

4. Conclusion 

As expected quantum effects are very unportant in 
low-temperature clusters. In hquids, quantum effects 
reduce the hydrogen bonding structures. From these 
results a set of conjectures can be made about the in- 
fluence of quantum effect on simulations of aqueous 
solutions. Given the large dispersion in the quantum- 
mechanical systems, ionic solutes might be able to 
distort neighboring water molecules in quantum water 
muchmore strongly than in classical water. The quantum 
reduction of hydrogen bonding in liquid water may 
have an important effect in reducmg hydrophobic 
interaction and increasing the solubility of hydrophobic 
molecules. 

The quantum simulation of water reported here and 
elsewhere use pau potential models adjusted to classical 
simulations of liquid water. It would be de&able to 
choose a potential optimized on the basis of quantum 
simulations. 
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